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February 16, 2023 

 

The Honorable Merrick Garland The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 

Attorney General Secretary of Transportation 

950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20530 

1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 

Washington, DC 20590 

 
 

Dear Attorney General Garland and Secretary Buttigieg: 

 

I am writing to express my strong support for JetBlue’s acquisition of Spirit Airlines. This 

merger will enable JetBlue to become a highly competitive national low-fare challenger to the 

Big Four US airlines that together control four-fifths of the US market.   

 

A larger JetBlue will introduce a long overdue 5th national competitor providing greater access 

to JetBlue’s award-winning travel experience and offering more route choices for travelers.  

JetBlue has a strong record of stimulating travel through lower fares via what MIT and the US 

Department of Justice have called the JetBlue Effect. When JetBlue enters new routes, the legacy 

airlines consistently respond by reducing their fares. As a result, consumers have greater access 

to these lower fares on multiple carriers, and the number of travelers increases on the route as 

fares go down -- with JetBlue entry decreasing Legacy nonstop fares by on average ~16 percent.  

Ultra-low-cost-carriers (ULCCs) do not have the same impact and the JetBlue Effect is about 

three times as effective in reducing Legacy fares than ULCCs.   

 

The JetBlue-Spirit merger will benefit consumers and communities as JetBlue brings its award-

winning product to more routes and significantly lower fares. In addition to providing an 

immediate benefit in JetBlue’s six existing Focus Cities, it also facilitates access for JetBlue to 

grow and deliver as a highly competitive national low-fare challenger at legacy airline hubs 

across the country. 

 

I am excited about the future not only for the City of Orlando, but for the whole country. Thanks 

for the chance to share my support and please contact me if I can be of further assistance.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

      

 

 Robert F. Stuart 


